2022-02-14

The evil New Zealand Government is
allied with satan’s lying and
persecuting pastors of churches.

10 000 ‘Jesus Loves People’ Christian tracts had respectfully been handed
out to pedestrians on sidewalks in Auckland, NEW ZEALAND, during
February 2014.
One year later in February 2015, the Government of NEW ZEALAND
detained, interrogated, arrested, hand-cuffed, incarcerated and deported
the absolutely innocent tract-distributor Torsten into their community
prison; deporting Torsten from NEW ZEALAND the following day.
The professional pastors/priests of NEW ZEALAND’s churches had
intentionally fabricated and disseminated absolute lies to the NEW
ZEALAND Government; that “Information received from another
government agency is that during your last visit here to NEW
ZEALAND you had been attending church services and threatening
attendees and being generally disruptive.” In reality and in truth,
however, Torsten Nenzén is absolutely innocent of any wrongdoing in any
church everywhere on earth.
As empirical laws of reality: wherever there are professional pastors/priests
governing churches, satan reigns – through the pastors/priests. And
wherever national/local governments are allied with pastors of churches,
government corruption is worsened.
These links contain a basis of facts and evidences:
1.

https://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Auckland-New-Zealand.htm

2.

https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-churchlies.htm

3.

https://nzchristiannetwork.org.nz/warning-re-person-travelling-nz/

4.

https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Christian-Network.pdf

5.

https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Christian-Network-of-persecution-bypastors.htm

6.

https://www.kyrkor.be/Communication__Wellington-City-Council_evil-NewZealand.pdf
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7.

https://www.kyrkor.be/Wellington-City-Council-New-Zealand.htm

8.

https://www.kyrkor.be/Communication__good-WMPress-of-USA_to_evil-NewZealand.pdf

9.

https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Government-alliance-with-satans-lyingpastors-of-churches.pdf

10.

https://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Immigration-documented-satanic-lies.pdf

11.

https://www.kyrkor.be/NZ-dishonest-response-to-Information-Request.pdf

12.

https://www.kyrkor.be/NZ-Interview-Notes.pdf

13.

https://www.kyrkor.be/Adventist-Church-of-Australia-and-New-Zealand.htm

14.

https://www.kyrkor.be/Inhumane_Swedish_Pastors.pdf

Video: Torsten’s summary statement to the Government of New Zealand.:
https://rumble.com/vv44oo-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-deportedtorst.html
1.

Video [part 1 of 6]: NEW ZEALAND detained, interrogated, arrested,
hand-cuffed, imprisoned and deported Torsten.: https://rumble.com/vw2gvh-part1-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html

2.

Video [part 2 of 6]: NEW ZEALAND detained, interrogated, arrested,
hand-cuffed, imprisoned and deported Torsten.: https://rumble.com/vw2i5e-part2-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html

3.

Video [part 3 of 6]: NEW ZEALAND detained, interrogated, arrested,
hand-cuffed, imprisoned and deported Torsten.: https://rumble.com/vw2jdz-part3-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html

4.

Video [part 4 of 6]: NEW ZEALAND detained, interrogated, arrested,
hand-cuffed, imprisoned and deported Torsten.: https://rumble.com/vw2k2z-part4-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html

5.

Video [part 5 of 6]: NEW ZEALAND detained, interrogated, arrested,
hand-cuffed, imprisoned and deported Torsten.: https://rumble.com/vw2kc5-part5-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html

6.

Video [part 6 of 6]: NEW ZEALAND detained, interrogated, arrested,
hand-cuffed, imprisoned and deported Torsten.: https://rumble.com/vw2kk7-part6-of-6-new-zealand-interrogated-arrested-hand-cuffed-imprisoned-and-de.html

Downloadable full-size original interview videos, here:

https://bit.ly/3h2u38e

Churchianity is like a pestilence to societies everywhere.
The Federal Government of NEW ZEALAND which interrogated, arrested,
imprisoned and deported the absolutely innocent person Torsten on Feb.14,
2015, based on invented lies by NEW ZEALAND’s satanic pastors of
churches, are still refusing to fully answer Torsten’s inquiries regarding the
Federal Government of NEW ZEALAND false accusations. The false charges
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by the Federal Government of NEW ZEALAND against the absolutely
innocent Christian Torsten is based on utter lies – satanically contrived by
the churches of NEW ZEALAND; lies which were maliciously fabricated,
publicly disseminated (cyber bullying), and officially reported to NEW
ZEALAND Police - by the lying pastors of the churches of NEW ZEALAND.
Among the many public lies invented by NEW ZEALAND’s satanic pastors
of churches, one churchianity-lie was also officially accused against the
innocent Christian Torsten by the Federal Government of NEW ZEALAND:
“threatening attendees and being generally disruptive”.:
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm

In the cities of Australia and satanic NEW ZEALAND, their evil pastors of
churches participate in pastoral membership-clubs for lying, defaming,
slandering, and persecuting against innocent Christians. One example is
the Cairns Christian Ministers Network (CCMN), which is designated as the
original source and platform for lies, slander, defamation and persecution
against the banished Christian person Torsten in Cairns. Torsten is
absolutely innocent in relation to all excommunications, banishments and
evictions by all churches in Cairns and globally. A typically satanic
Australian pastor, Adem Xhafer, who also is the president of the secretive
fraternal membership-club CCMN, absolutely refused to communicate,
explain or attempt to justify the lies, slander and defamation by his pastoral
club
CCMN
against
innocent
Torsten:
http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Christian_Ministers_Network_CCMN_Adem-Xhafer.htm

A summary of satan’s evil pastors of churches in Cairns, Australia:
http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Cairns-Australia.htm

Australia’s and NEW ZEALAND’s satanic pastors of churches did everything
in their evil capacity to destroy the Christian person Torsten. Satan’s
Australian
and
NEW
ZEALAND
pastors/priests
of
churches
evicted/excommunicated Torsten in every major city, although Torsten is
absolutely innocent in relation to all the lies invented by satan’s
Australian/NEW ZEALAND pastors of churches. None of Australia’s or NEW
ZEALAND’s satanic pastors of churches repented from their sinful
evictions/excommunications and their malicious lies against Torsten.

https://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Auckland-New-Zealand.htm

Satan’s pastors of churches in Auckland, New Zealand.
Some of the churches in Auckland, New Zealand, that
excommunicated, banned, lied, slandered, gossiped, bullied,
stalked, discriminated and persecuted Torsten are:
1.

Baptist Tabernacle in Auckland, New Zealand, evicted and excommunicated an
innocent Christian from the church property with a concealed threat by their
satanic Baptist pastors: http://www.kyrkor.be/Auckland-Baptist-Tabernacle-Church-withLyndon-Drake.htm
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2.

3.

4.

Elim Christian Centre in Auckland, New Zealand, excommunicated and evicted
an innocent Christian from the church premises, and their satanic pastor Mike
Griffiths called the police against the Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Elim-ChristianCentre-Auckland.htm

City Presbyterian Church in Auckland, New Zealand, evicted an innocent
Christian from the sidewalk adjacent to the church, and their satanic pastor Travis
Scott called the police against the Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/City-PresbyterianChurch-Auckland.htm

Windsor Park Baptist Church in Auckland, New Zealand, excommunicated and
evicted an innocent Christian from the church premises, and their satanic pastor
Grant Harris called the police against the Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Windsor-ParkBaptist-Church-Auckland.htm

5.

St Pauls Anglican Church in Auckland, New Zealand, interfered, stalked,
discriminated, banned, and demeaningly imposed an obligatory “report-yourpresence” duty as the condition for visiting their public Sunday meetings – in
order to keep people safe from Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Pauls-Anglican-ChurchAuckland.htm

6.

The ‘New Zealand Christian Network’, which is a New Zealand national network
of church pastors, satanically persecuted an absolutely innocent Christian with
lies and false accusations in a manner which might be a criminal offence of
defamation and cyber bullying/stalking in contravention of New Zealand law:
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Christian-Network-of-persecution-by-pastors.htm

7.

8.
9.

Hostile congregants of Papatoetoe Seventh-day Adventist Church in Auckland,
New Zealand, evicted an absolutely innocent Christian from church fellowship,
and lied about the innocent Christian to a public restaurant manager who
subsequently evicted the innocent Christian from the public restaurant; which
might also be a criminal offence of discrimination: http://www.kyrkor.be/PapatoetoeSeventh-day-Adventist-Church-Auckland.htm

Life Church in Auckland, New Zealand, through their satanic pastor Paul Bohane;
lied, lied, lied, and excommunicated: http://www.kyrkor.be/Life-Church-Auckland.htm
City Impact Church in Auckland, New Zealand, rejected and excommunicated an
innocent Christian with pastoral derisiveness: http://www.kyrkor.be/City-Impact-ChurchAuckland.htm

10.

Equippers Church in Auckland, New Zealand, excommunicated by evasion:
http://www.kyrkor.be/Equippers-Church-Auckland.htm

11.

Destiny Church in Auckland, New Zealand, excommunicated by evasion:
http://www.kyrkor.be/Destiny-Church-Auckland.htm

12.

Liberty Christian Church in Auckland, New Zealand, excommunicated by evasion:

13.

Churches in Auckland, New Zealand, outsource relationships and community to
non-Christian websites, but the devilish “Auckland Christians” mimic their satanic
church-pastors in Auckland and therefore excommunicated the innocent
Christian: http://www.kyrkor.be/Auckland-Christians-in-New-Zealand.htm

http://www.kyrkor.be/Liberty-Christian-Church-Auckland.htm

-------------------------------------------------

305.

Three hundred fifth International Plea

The Government of Australia continues to ban innocent Torsten, through Australian Government invented and
fraudulent non-reasons. Because church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report
their lies to government authorities, it is very likely that the Australian Government identically follows the evil
examples of other devilish countries of Commonwealth of Nations, like NEW ZEALAND (http://www.kyrkor.be/NewZealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), and Canada (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeau-inCanada.htm).

http://www.kyrkor.be/satanic-Australian-Government-imbecils_2022.pdf
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207.

Two hundred seventh International Plea

(03 Jan 2018: https://www.kyrkor.be/Inhumane_Swedish_Pastors.pdf)

No Islamic state/republic/nation on earth has yet banished innocent Torsten from visiting. Only the
Commonwealth of Nations countries with dominant churches (https://twitter.com/TorsNen/status/945555797773139968) are currently
banishing innocent Torsten. The Federal Government of NEW ZEALAND indefinitely and explicitly bans innocent
Torsten due to NEW ZEALAND’s government collusion with its satanic churches. (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-FederalGovernments-satanic-church-lies.htm) Government of Australia indefinitely and covertly bans innocent Torsten, probably due
to the Australian government collusion with its satanic churches. (http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Cairns-Australia.htm)
Church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report their lies to government authorities.
When innocent Torsten recently applied for a tourism visitor visa to Australia, the Government of Australia
invented fraudulent non-reasons to deny a visa. (http://www.kyrkor.be/lying_Australian-Government_corrupted_by_Australias_satanic_churches.pdf)
When innocent Torsten re-applied for a visa to Australia one month later, the Australian government simply
refused to provide any reason at all. PM Malcolm Turnbull ecstatically only supports “getting on with” more
homosexual marriages in Australia. Government of Canada indefinitely and explicitly bans innocent Torsten,
possibly due to Canadian government collusion with its satanic churches. (http://www.kyrkor.be/the-morally-confused-Justin-Trudeauin-Canada.htm) Church leaders always invent lies against innocent Torsten, and often report their lies to government
authorities. When innocent Torsten applied for a tourism visitor visa to Canada, the Government of Canada
invented fraudulent non-reasons to deny a visa. (http://www.kyrkor.be/lying_Canadian-Government_corrupted_by_Canadas_satanic_churches.pdf)
United Kingdom is still a member state of the European Union, and therefore, UK is not yet eligible to ban
innocent Torsten who carries an EU passport. Once UK has departed from EU, it is likely that satanic Britain will
banish innocent Torsten, since the satanic Church of England is intimately entwined with the UK government.

192.

One hundred ninety-second International Plea
(15 May 2017:

https://www.kyrkor.be/Inhumane_Swedish_Pastors.pdf)

Churchianity is like a pestilence to societies everywhere.
The Federal Government of NEW ZEALAND which interrogated, arrested, imprisoned and deported the absolutely
innocent person Torsten on Feb.14, 2015, based on invented lies by NEW ZEALAND’s satanic pastors of churches,
are still refusing to fully answer Torsten’s inquiries regarding the Federal Government of NEW ZEALAND false
accusations. The false charges by the Federal Government of NEW ZEALAND against the absolutely innocent
Christian Torsten is based on utter lies – satanically contrived by the churches of NEW ZEALAND; lies which were
maliciously fabricated, publicly disseminated (cyber bullying), and officially reported to NEW ZEALAND Police by the lying pastors of the churches of NEW ZEALAND. Among the many public lies invented by NEW ZEALAND’s
satanic pastors of churches, one churchianity-lie was also officially accused against the innocent Christian Torsten
by the Federal Government of NEW ZEALAND: “threatening attendees and being generally disruptive”.:
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm

In the cities of Australia and satanic NEW ZEALAND, their evil pastors of churches participate in pastoral
membership-clubs for lying, defaming, slandering, and persecuting against innocent Christians. One example is
the Cairns Christian Ministers Network (CCMN), which is designated as the original source and platform for lies,
slander, defamation and persecution against the banished Christian person Torsten in Cairns. Torsten is
absolutely innocent in relation to all excommunications, banishments and evictions by all churches in Cairns and
globally. A typically satanic Australian pastor, Adem Xhafer, who also is the president of the secretive fraternal
membership-club CCMN, absolutely refused to communicate, explain or attempt to justify the lies, slander and
defamation by his pastoral club CCMN against innocent Torsten: http://www.kyrkor.be/Cairns_Christian_Ministers_Network_CCMN_AdemXhafer.htm

A summary of satan’s evil pastors of churches in Cairns, Australia:
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http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Cairns-Australia.htm

Australia’s and NEW ZEALAND’s satanic pastors of churches did everything in their evil capacity to destroy the
Christian person Torsten. Satan’s Australian and NEW ZEALAND pastors/priests of churches
evicted/excommunicated Torsten in every major city, although Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all
the lies invented by satan’s Australian/NEW ZEALAND pastors of churches. None of Australia’s or NEW ZEALAND’s
satanic pastors of churches repented from their sinful evictions/excommunications and their malicious lies against
Torsten.

186.
1.

2.

One hundred eighty-sixth International Plea
(16 Feb 2017:

https://www.kyrkor.be/Inhumane_Swedish_Pastors.pdf)

Calvary Chapel Church in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly excommunicated innocent Torsten. Calvary
Chapel falsely accused Torsten to be unfit for church attendance, and insinuated that Torsten is dangerous
to their church members in Cape Town. Calvary Chapel further asserted that while the issue of Torsten
remaining banished by all the churches in NEW ZEALAND and consequently by the Government of NEW
ZEALAND (http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm), Torsten is also unfit to attend their Calvary
Chapel in Cape Town: http://www.kyrkor.be/Calvary-Chapel-Cape-Town-excommunication-161231.htm
Holy Trinity Anglican Church Gardens in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly banished innocent Torsten.
Although Holy Trinity Church in Cape Town absolutely refused to answer any questions relating to their
Anglican banishment against Torsten in Cape Town, Holy Trinity Church in Cape Town did allude that the
banishment by all the churches in NEW ZEALAND and consequently by the Government of NEW ZEALAND
(http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm) is the Anglican Church’s reason for banishing, as their
Anglican Rector Alan Noble declared “The concerns these churches have raised about you along with the measures
that various governments have taken against you are serious.”: http://www.kyrkor.be/Holy-Trinity-Anglican-Church-Gardens_CapeTown.htm

3.

St Peters Anglican Church Fish Hoek in Cape Town, South Africa, explicitly banished innocent Torsten. St
Peters Church Fish Hoek alluded that their Anglican reason for banishing Torsten is that Torsten is banished
by all the churches in NEW ZEALAND and consequently by the Government of NEW ZEALAND
(http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Federal-Governments-satanic-church-lies.htm):
Town.htm

179.
•

http://www.kyrkor.be/St-Peters-Anglican-Church-Fish-Hoek_Cape-

One hundred seventy-ninth International Plea
(31 Oct 2016: https://www.kyrkor.be/Inhumane_Swedish_Pastors.pdf)

Torsten revisited the two unwelcoming Anglican churches St Mary’s Church London (http://www.stmaryslondon.com)
and King’s Cross Church London (http://kxc.org.uk), who both dehumanised Torsten in their inhumanity and
rejection. St Mary’s Church in London is the mother-church of the satanic persecution against Torsten by
the Anglican church in Auckland, NEW ZEALAND, whose lies, cyber-bullying and persecution against Torsten
caused the satanic NEW ZEALAND Government to imprison and deport Torsten. Torsten is indefinitely
banned from entry to NEW ZEALAND by the NEW ZEALAND Government, due to the invented lies by the
Anglican St Mary’s London church-plant in Auckland, NEW ZEALAND.
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170.

One hundred seventieth International Plea

(16 Jun 2016: https://www.kyrkor.be/Inhumane_Swedish_Pastors.pdf)

As revealed earlier regarding Bangkok in my 155th International Plea in October 2015, Thailand is much more
respectful to the universal human rights and fundamental freedom of religion than for example Ireland, Spain,
satanic NEW ZEALAND and many cities in Australia.
Islam and evil pastors of churches share the same evil source: satan. Fundamentally, Islam is a lie and is evil.
Churchianity is perverted loyalty to pastoral organisations at the expense of Biblical truth, truth and facts, love
and justice. With Quranic and Hadith endorsements, Islamists persecute and physically kill Christians. Without
Biblical endorsement, the majority of pastors of churches lie, slander, gossip, evict, assault, banish and persecute
authentic Christians. Islamic evil is consistent with its doctrinal foundations. Churchianity’s pastoral evils conflict
with the Bible. Islamists kill innocent persons’ bodies dramatically, with much media attention. Evil pastors of
churches kill innocent persons’ souls ordinarily, without media attention. In common, Islamists and evil pastors
of churches share the same original evil source: satan.

166.

One hundred sixty-sixth International Plea

(15 Apr 2016: https://www.kyrkor.be/Inhumane_Swedish_Pastors.pdf)

Because of satan’s Australian & NEW ZEALAND pastors of churches unceasing invention of lies, false accusations,
slandering, defaming, cyber bullying, gossiping and persecuting the innocent but evicted/excommunicated
Christian person Torsten, God’s good plans for Torsten to marry a Godly appointed woman is consistently
annulled.
There is no Christian church anywhere in Australia where Torsten is truly welcome to fellowship with also other
single Christians. Torsten is absolutely innocent in relation to all allegedly ‘Christian’ churches that persecute
Torsten.

165.

One hundred sixty-fifth International Plea

(03 Apr 2016: https://www.kyrkor.be/Inhumane_Swedish_Pastors.pdf)

Torsten the terrorist and sociopath:

The Australian government (similar to the satanic NEW ZEALAND government) has now proven beyond a shadow
of a doubt that its intelligence agencies ASIO and ONA are unreliable in any way, shape, or form. More than one
year ago, I had read an erroneous report in another country, created by the Australian government, about my
person. Therefore, Australia had already indicated their low quality of Australian intelligence and its ineptness
for sound analyses. Last week, however, Australia’s government demonstrated its ignorance and senseless
incompetence on an unprecedented scale against my person, when six armed investigative Australian policemen
woke me up in the night as they entered my accommodation, with purpose to search through my possessions
and to drive me to their Australian police station in Brisbane for a recorded interview – regarding suspicion of
terrorism!: http://www.kyrkor.be/Torsten-the-terrorist-and-sociopath-in-Australia.htm
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158.

One hundred fifty-eighth International Plea
(14 Dec 2015: https://www.kyrkor.be/Inhumane_Swedish_Pastors.pdf)

During seventeen months in Australia on numerous visits, I have extensively explored the churchianity of most
major cities in Australia. There is no church anywhere in Australia where I am truly welcome. Either Australia’s
satanic pastors evict and excommunicate me, or Australia’s churchpeople slander, gossip and obstruct me.
Probably, the societal subcultures which are most effective in their gossiping, are the churches. The overwhelming
majority of all Australian pastors/priests have excommunicated me explicitly, implicitly or covertly. The vast
majority of Australian pastors have demonstrated hostility, hatred and evil towards me. Although the most
intense persecution by pastors against an absolutely innocent Christian, was performed by the satanic pastors
of NEW ZEALAND, the persecution by the hostile and hateful Australian pastors is also akin to satan. (The NZ
pastors/priests initiated a satanic persecution campaign of intentional lies against me; warning all churches across NZ to
immediately evict me if I visit any church. The satanic pastors of NZ deliberately lied about me to the NZ national police, to
ensure that the Federal Government of NEW ZEALAND would imprison and deport me; which is precisely what the Federal
Government of NZ later subjected me to – imprisonment and deportation. I was absolutely innocent of any wrongdoing. The
pastors of NZ are solely satanic.)
http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Christian-Network-of-persecution-by-pastors.htm
http://nzchristiannetwork.org.nz/warning-re-person-travelling-nz

In regards to the Australian pastors’ hatred and hostility against me as a Bible-affirming Christian, most
Australian pastors of churches are by their conduct actually similar to some of Australia’s secular Christophobes.
A distinct difference between Australia’s hostile pastors and Australia’s secular Christophobes, however, is that
Australia’s secular Christophobes express a more rational antipathy conforming to their anti-Biblical preferences
and disdain for abusive clergy. The hostility, hatred and evil by Australia’s pastors against the innocent Christian
Torsten, by contrast, is entirely irrational in that none of Australia’s pastors have any Biblical or any realitybased reason for their evil, hatred and hostility.
As a very rough generalisation in comparing the cultural mindset and national conduct of Australians, with
Americans/Canadians: Australians are comparatively harsh, insolent and anti-Godly. Australians of Asian descent
are more polite than Australians of European ancestry. Traditionally, since the colonisation of modern Australia
with British convicted criminals, Australia’s cultural norm has been excessive alcohol consumption. Simply
expressed, colonial Australia’s foundational culture and values are: crime and drunkenness. In stark contrast to
Australia’s foundational values from colonisation by criminal drunkards, America’s foundational values are:
liberty, human rights and freedom, democracy, and values derived from the Judeo-Christian Bible. Even today,
Australia has no Bill of Rights. The Australian society is relatively deficient of Christianity permeation, especially
in comparison with the strong Christian foundation, heritage and spiritual revivals of America. One word, which
I believe most fittingly describes the colonist heritage manifested interpersonally in Australia today, is: harsh.
To exemplify modern Australian values, we can compare a recent country population survey from Australia with
a recent country population survey in USA, and compare with the most extreme and anti-Godly nation in the
world, Sweden.
(Source:

http://www.worldvaluessurvey.org/images/Cultural_map_WVS6_2015.jpg)

I do not believe in God:
Sweden = 50%
Australia = 34%
USA = 11%
Religion is very important in life:
Sweden = 8%
Australia = 14%
USA = 40%
Sex before marriage is always justifiable:
Sweden = 71%
Australia = 42%
USA = 18%
Divorce is always justifiable:
Sweden = 51%
Australia = 25%
USA = 14%
Abortion is always justifiable:
Sweden = 44%
Australia = 15%
USA = 10%
Homosexuality is always justifiable:
Sweden = 59%
Australia = 38%
USA = 22%

Australians are not nearly as anti-Godly as the most anti-Godly people on earth – the Swedes. Swedes are cold.
Australians are harsh. But a relatively high proportion of Americans still gravitate towards Biblical values (and
mammonism).
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Australia’s corrupted politicians in the Australian capital city, Canberra, have recently stolen money in an agenda
to arouse a climate of innovation to Australia; publicly marketed by PM Turnbull as a government investment
with eternal returns “continue forever”. Australia’s select group of anti-Godly politicians in Canberra elevate
themselves as gods in their attribution of eternal outcome for their diversion of money away from God – to
instead advance “Australian” eternity. Because of the published evidence of satanic persecution by the majority
of pastors/priests in cities of Australia against me, although I am absolutely innocent of any wrongdoing in
relation to any Australian church, and also because of their overwhelmingly anti-Godly politicians, I will risk my
personal deportation from Australia by advising Christian financial investors worldwide, to not invest in Australia.
Please do not reward Australia’s satanic churches, nor their thieving politicians in Canberra, by investing in
Australia. Christians should invest profitably, ethically and divinely – and therefore, Christians should invest,
instead, in Israel! Some of the brightest, innovative and most creative entrepreneurs live in Israel, and wise
Christians should support Israel!
•
•

http://www.investinisrael.gov.il/NR/exeres/C901DB9C-83EE-4937-8CAD-78D15B92A55B.htm
http://www.wisemoneyisrael.com/2011/04/07/what-god-says-about-investing-in-israel

The hostile & hateful Australian devilpastors persecute the innocent Christian Torsten, and deliberately seek to
destroy God’s intended goodness.

139.
•

One hundred thirty-ninth International Plea
(02 Mar 2015: https://www.kyrkor.be/Inhumane_Swedish_Pastors.pdf)

A typical NEW ZEALAND pastor of a Baptist church in Auckland, NEW ZEALAND, responded to the last
prayer-report plea with an unspecified allegation against Torsten of insanity: http://www.kyrkor.be/Blockhouse-BayBaptist-Church-Auckland-NZ.htm

The Baptist Senior Pastor, Bob Touchell, of Perth Baptist Church Inc. (http://www.perthbaptist.com.au) refused to provide a
reason for their church’s eviction against Torsten, but this senior pastor unintentionally admitted that the
Australian “Baptist Union” had warned Baptist churches against the Christian, and that the Australian “Baptist
union” had requested that the Christian should be evicted from churches if he visits. It would thus appear that
some satanic pastors of churches, also in Australia, might have been inspired by the recent successes of the
satanic pastors in NEW ZEALAND two weeks ago, when the Government of NEW ZEALAND imprisoned and later
evicted Torsten from the county of NEW ZEALAND, with an indefinite (lifetime) ban of entry into NEW ZEALAND,
as a consequence of the utter lies invented by the satanic pastors of churches of NEW ZEALAND.
(http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Christian-Network-of-persecution-by-pastors.htm),
(http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Auckland-New-Zealand.htm)
In
regards to inspiration by perceived victory for others of an identified commonality against a perceived enemy,
there would appear to be little difference between some pastors of churches and Islamists. Islamists join in their
Quranic-based battle for Islam by inspiration also from the perceived territorial and media successes of the
terrorist group Islamic State. Islamists are satanically inspired by the appearance of victories by IS, and similarly,
some pastors of churches appear to be satanically inspired by the satanic pastors’ victory over Torsten in NEW
ZEALAND. The NEW ZEALAND Christian Network (http://nzchristiannetwork.org.nz/2014/02/20/warning-re-person-travelling-nz/), who lied to
the NEW ZEALAND Police and subsequently to the Government of NEW ZEALAND that Torsten should be denied
entry into NEW ZEALAND because he would have been "threatening members of their church", and because
of he would constitute "general disruptive behaviour", appears to have inspired the Australian Baptist Union
(http://www.baptist.org.au or http://www.baptistwa.asn.au) to also lie and persecute Torsten. The delusion of a good victory in NEW
ZEALAND for the pastors in NEW ZEALAND, appears to inspire some satanic pastors in Australia to do likewise:
invent lies, slander and warn against Torsten. Satanic pastors of churches appear to have been emboldened to
persecute more.

138.

One hundred thirty-eighth International Plea
(16 Feb 2015: https://www.kyrkor.be/Inhumane_Swedish_Pastors.pdf)
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On Saturday February 14, 2015, the NEW ZEALAND government expelled me from NEW ZEALAND, and in essence
banned me from entering NEW ZEALAND in future. On Friday February 13, 2015, I had flown from Adelaide,
Australia towards Wellington, NEW ZEALAND, with a connecting flight via Auckland. Upon my arrival at Auckland
airport, the NEW ZEALAND Immigration authority officers took me aside and thoroughly interrogated me during
the following ten hours; from 6:30pm until 4:30am. In conjunction with the NZ Immigration ten-hour
interrogation, NZ Immigration officers fingerprinted my hands, refused to provide a meal of food, and finally
handed me over to custody of the NEW ZEALAND Police. NZ Police arrested me, stripped me of my personal
belongings, refused to provide me the right to speak with a lawyer although I repeatedly requested to the NZ
Police officers to allow me to speak with a lawyer, placed me into the backseat of a police car, drove me to
crowded ‘Counties Manukau Police Station’, removed my glasses, shoes and watch, and placed me into one of
the prison cells of the Manukau Prison. After several hours of imprisonment inside this Auckland prison cell, a
prison guard finally opened the door and ordered that I accompany the NZ Police back towards the Auckland
airport. A securely specialised prisoner-vehicle drove me to the airport, and the NZ Police escorted me into a
secure room of the airport. A NEW ZEALAND Immigration officer together with a NEW ZEALAND Police officer
then paraded me towards the airport gate where a flight was destined towards Adelaide, Australia. Along the
officer-escorted public walk towards the departure gate, the NZ Immigration officer declared to me in response
to my question why I had been denied my right to speak with a lawyer: “You are not a NEW ZEALAND citizen,
and therefore you have no rights in this country.”
During the ten-hour NZ interrogation, the interviewing NZ Immigration officer explained the reason for declining
my entry into NEW ZEALAND. The interviewing NZ Immigration officer explained that NZ Police had flagged in
the system to NZ Immigration that Torsten Nenzen should be declined entry to NEW ZEALAND. NZ Police had
been informed by the pastors of churches in NEW ZEALAND that Torsten should be stopped because: (1) Torsten
had been "threatening members of their church", and (2) because of Torsten’s "general disruptive
behaviour". These two citations are exactly what I read on the officer’s computer screen in the interview room,
and what the NZ Immigration officer confirmed by reading it aloud to me.
These two NEW ZEALAND government exact citations are utter lies invented by the pastors of churches in
Auckland, and are the two official reasons that NZ government evicted and banned me from NZ. The pure evil
of the NEW ZEALAND church-pastors is truly amazing. Satan, through the pastors of NEW ZEALAND churches,
caused the NZ government to evict Torsten from NEW ZEALAND and caused the NZ government to ban Torsten
from future entry to NZ.
Shame upon the lying pastors of churches in NEW ZEALAND, and shame upon the government of NEW ZEALAND
for evicting and banning me from NEW ZEALAND based on the lies of church-pastors.
Do the pastors of churches in NEW ZEALAND really think that God does not see their evil?
I believe that the Holy Spirit had prepared me for this satanic attack; an attack which was initiated by the satanic
churches in NEW ZEALAND in cooperation with the NEW ZEALAND government. This manifested satanic attack
by the NZ government and NZ churches is a confirmation of what the Holy Spirit had shown to me in a vision,
before my departure from Adelaide towards Wellington. In a vision, God had showed to me a thick serpent
(symbol for satan) which was formed in layers of a sideways number 8 (symbol for infinity). From the mouth of
that serpent came a long outstretched tongue, and attached to the tip of the serpent’s tongue, by a wound thin
string, was a white feather. When I saw the white feather I intuitively suspected that this was NEW ZEALAND
connected to something demonic. Following the eviction from NEW ZEALAND, I have learned that the white
feather symbol for NEW ZEALAND is actually not a feather, but is a silver fern. In hindsight, I have understood
more clearly the vision which I initially perceived to portray something demonic regarding NEW ZEALAND. My
interpretation of the vision: The NEW ZEALAND government is tied to the satanic lies by churches of NEW
ZEALAND. The ancient serpent is satan, the tongue of the serpent is the lies by church-pastors, the silver fern is
the NZ government, and the thin string that wound the silver fern to the serpent’s tongue indicates that the NZ
government is tied to the lies by the pastors of churches. The NZ government is acting on behalf of the churches
in NEW ZEALAND, and NEW ZEALAND church-pastors are lying on behalf of satan.
1.
2.

http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Zealand-Christian-Network-of-persecution-by-pastors.htm
http://www.kyrkor.be/Devilish-Churches-in-Auckland-New-Zealand.htm

I assure that I will make investigations towards the NEW ZEALAND government the next weeks and months to
attain public evidence regarding this national expulsion procedure, and attaining public evidence regarding the
cited lies against me by the churches in NEW ZEALAND.

•

A church in Chicago, USA, which had previously excommunicated an innocent Christian in 2011, responded
to the last prayer-report plea: http://www.kyrkor.be/New-Life-Community-Church-Chicago-USA.htm

-------------------------------------------------
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